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Were almost any of my preaching professors from seminary here this morning, they             

would be very concerned, or at least somewhat skeptical, at what’s happening right now.              

They might tell me that already, having not even begun the sermon in earnest, I had                

strayed, and set us all up for a confusing 20 or so minutes. The reason for this is that you                    

heard not one Gospel text this morning, but two. And I intend to preach on both. 

 

Now, some might say that a congregation can only keep in mind one passage during a                

sermon, but my friends, this is no ordinary congregation! I believe in you! But just to                

keep things straight, I want you to use your imaginations this morning, and imagine              

with me two scenes in the lives of Mary and Martha. On your right is a scene in Mary                   

and Martha’s house; Jesus is teaching while Mary is sitting at his feet listening, and               

Martha is hard at work scrubbing dishes and preparing more food, growing frustrated             

and straining to hear Jesus’ words over the commotion of her work. 

 

On your left is another scene from the lives of these same three people, a sadder scene.                 

Mary and Martha are in the same home, but they are surrounded by mourners, family               

and friends, because their brother Lazarus had died four days earlier. Word comes to the               

sisters that Jesus, whom they had sent for before Lazarus died, is finally at the edge of                 

the village, and rather than wait for him to arrive, Martha takes off out the door to meet                  

him with his disciples. 

 

Two scenes, two circumstances, the same people. Aside from Jesus and the disciples,             

there aren’t a whole lot of folks in the Gospels that you get this longitudinal view of.                 

Instead of flashing in and out of the story to make a quick point, Mary and Martha are                  

people we get to know a little bit. They know Jesus well; they’re friends, along with their                 

brother Lazarus. And as we get to know them, we get to know a little bit of their                  

character. 

 

You may know these stories a bit, and you may remember that Mary is often considered                

more the hero of these stories. As Jesus teaches, Mary is the one who Jesus commends                

for having received the better part, while Martha is admonished for being distracted by              

many things. Perhaps you’ve heard the admonition to “be like Mary in a Martha world,”               

usually meaning that we live in a world that is in constant demand for our attention, so                 

we should be like Mary and be able to focus on what’s really important. 

 



 
 

In the story of Lazarus’ death, we’re reminded that it was Mary who anointed Jesus with                

oil. Mary is able to stay and mourn at home, but Martha is agitated, and she marches out                  

to the edge of the town to confront Jesus, maybe even to yell at him a little. Now there’s                   

something that a nice Christian isn’t supposed to do! So put another couple of              

checkmarks in the “Mary” column. 

 

These are, admittedly flatly told, some of the traditional interpretations of Mary and             

Martha - one sister to show us gentleness and faithfulness, and one sister to show us                

impatience and frustration. 

 

I hope you find these interpretations, as I do, a little boring and unhelpful, especially as                

they treat poor Martha. I look at Martha in the kitchen and think to myself, “sure, but                 

those dishes have to get done at some point! I bet if both Jesus and Mary helped out,                  

they’d be done that much faster and then everybody would get to have a good time.” And                 

as for Martha marching out to confront Jesus , hadn’t she asked her friend, Jesus, to                

come days earlier, and he’d refused? Isn’t she right to be upset that he had deliberately                

waited two extra days to get to the village of Bethany, letting her brother die in the                 

meantime? 

 

Part of the reason that we don’t like the interpretation of Martha as simply impatient is                

that her personality probably matches more closely to some of ours. Martha doesn’t wait              

around for others; she gets things done herself. She isn’t afraid to say what she’s               

thinking, she’s smart, and she’s willing to challenge authority. Even if she isn’t the              

person we are, maybe she’s really the person we wished we would be. So yes, I have                 

some personal sympathy for Martha here. 

 

But there’s another problem with the traditional interpretations - I think we’ve largely             

misread Martha’s relationship with Jesus. We’ve put them in the mold of teacher and              

student, and in some sense there must have been a learning relationship. But what              

strikes me is that they speak like friends, and close friends at that, even like family. 

 

Let’s think about that. Who are the people you’re most willing to call out? Who are the                 

people who confront you, especially in love? Not acquaintances, or even casual friends.             

They’re your closest friends and family, the people who you love and trust most. Who               

else would you be confident enough to go up and tell them they had done something                

that was unhelpful or hurtful? And who would you be able to receive that criticism               

from? 

 



 
 

We are willing to do these things much more with the people that we trust. Let me take a                   

moment to talk about trust in the context of the Bible. In English, we have different                

words for trust and faith. Trust is a relationship, and faith is subjective confidence in an                

unprovable reality. But in the Bible, there’s only one word for both of those ideas, pistis.                

This one word means something more like trust, confidence in a relationship. So when              

the Bible talks about faith in Jesus, it really means trusting Jesus personally. I mention               

this because, at least in the Biblical sense of the word, Martha must have a great deal of                  

faith in Jesus. Martha trusted Jesus. 

 

Why else would Martha feel so confident to confront Jesus on multiple occasions? How              

else to explain her confidence that if Jesus had been there he could have saved Lazarus?                

And that even now, because Jesus was there, all was not lost? How else to explain why                 

Martha didn’t just fume to herself in the kitchen, but interrupted the teacher, her friend,               

to demand for help? 

 

I’ll tell you what, the hardest thing for me to ask for in the world is what I want. I envy                     

Martha; she just marches up to Jesus and says exactly what she wants - help in the                 

kitchen, an explanation, a living brother. I’m not sure you would have found me with               

Martha. Don’t get me wrong, I would have wanted all those things as well, but I                

probably would have just kept it to myself, silently begrudging Jesus, until my feelings              

sort of fizzled out. 

 

It’s not easy to ask for what we really want. Sure, we live in a readily consumeristic                 

culture and if you wanted to, and a thought came in your mind about something you                

wanted to buy right now, you could get on your phone and before the end of this                 

sermon, you could have it ordered and shipped to your house, and there are even               

services now that would leave that product on your porch before you got home. 

 

That’s not what I’m talking about. I’m talking about the things we want that we dare not                 

ask for. Martha wanted her brother to live. We want a disease to go away. We want to                  

bring a child into the world, and it’s not working. We want to escape a job that is                  

draining our soul. We want to reconcile that relationship that’s been broken for all these               

years. 

 

Wanting these things, and not only wanting them but saying them out loud, is one of the                 

most vulnerable things we can do. These wants speak to our truest selves, our deepest               

nature. In saying what we want, we acknowledge to ourselves and to others who we               

really are and what we really desire, good, bad, and ugly. It is an unmasking, but we’d                 



 
 

rather keep the mask on, because the mask protects us. Vulnerability isn’t a quality we               

often aspire to, particularly in this city of power and influence. 

 

But perhaps what’s even worse is this - what if we reveal the thing that we really want,                  

reveal it to God himself, and then we don’t receive it. Then it seems we’ve made fools of                  

ourselves, having asked for something we perhaps aren’t meant to have. 

 

And yet I wonder if this is the sort of vulnerable faith that Martha steps in to when she                   

says to Jesus “even now I know that God will give you whatever you ask of him.” Lazarus                  

has been in the tomb for four days, and the stench is a reminder of the finality and decay                   

of death. It’s objectively impossible, and somehow Martha says “even now.” 

 

I wonder if it’s also the sort of faith that is willing to accept rebuke, when after Jesus                  

tells Martha that her sister won’t be coming back to help in the kitchen, it’s okay. The                 

relationship isn’t over. Martha has spoken her mind, and it hasn’t ended as she hoped. 

 

I think we’re prone to making the following mistake. We come to believe that              

faithfulness to God is discovering what we think we should want and then learning how               

to want that. But Martha doesn’t do that. She wants what she wants, but she bring it to                  

Jesus because she trusts Jesus. Even Jesus himself is bold enough to ask for what he                

wants, who in the garden of Gethsemane asks God for this suffering, the cross itself, to                

pass from him. 

 

Perhaps faith in the long run does involve conforming our will to God’s, yet in the day to                  

day it means trusting God enough to be vulnerable with our whole selves, including our               

desires, and then trusting God even when we don’t get what it is that we desire. 

 

How do we talk to God? Do we approach God with caution? With only what we think are                  

our best selves? Do we clean up our act before we get to our prayers? Do we make sure                   

not to come across as demanding, or frustrated, or angry, or impatient? Martha doesn’t.              

With Martha, it’s all out there. Jesus, I’m tired, I’m frustrated, I’m disappointed, and I               

need you to do something about it. 

 

Some of the truest prayers out there aren’t in the form of lofty words, but in shouts, and                  

sighs, and tears. I think the measure of a faithful person is not whether one feels like we                  

think we’re supposed to feel, but rather it’s in the ability to come back to God time and                  

time again with our unmasked selves, and willing to trust in an uncertain future. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Let’s not confuse Good News this morning with Easy News. The good news, that God is                

faithful worth trusting in, even and especially in uncertainty and confusion, is not easy              

news. We don’t always get what we want. But I am thankful that God welcomes and                

wants our whole selves, and everything we desire, and that in the fullness of time, will                

fulfill our deepest and truest longings, that even now we have yet to discover. Amen. 


